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ABSTRACT
This research investigates the design space of combining touch-
screens with passive rich-ID building block systems to support the
physical construction of contexts in touchscreen interactions. With
two proof-of-concept systems, RFIPillars and RFITiles, we explore
various schemes for using tangible inputs for context enrichment
in touchscreen interactions. Instead of incorporating an electronic
touchscreen module that requires per-module maintenance, this
work intentionally makes each tangible object passive. We explore
rear-projection solutions to integrate touchscreen interactions into
these passive building blocks with capacitive touch sensing tech-
niques and deliberate physical forgiving to retain themerits of being
both batteryless and wireless. The presented research artifacts em-
body the interaction designs and elucidate scalability challenges
in integrating touchscreen interactions into this emerging tangible
user interface.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→Touch screens; Systems and
tools for interaction design; • Hardware → Emerging inter-
faces; Sensor applications and deployments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Passive rich-ID building blocks [16], based on ultrahigh-frequency
radio-frequency identification (UHF RFID) sensing, were recently
proposed to support the interactive semantic construction of digital
information. These rich-ID building blocks support wireless ge-
ometry resolution by leveraging a paired magnetic contact switch
mechanism, which ensures a reliable low-ohmic connection and
physical alignments between the modified RFID tags such that the
(un)stacking events can be resolved from the concurrent presence
or absence of two tags. Thanks to the batteryless and wireless UHF
RFID tags, these rich-ID building blocks provide virtually unlimited
IDs without a battery or microcontroller, making deployment and
maintenance easier than for active building blocks when at scale.

Figure 1: Two conceptual systems that provide fluent transi-
tion between touchscreen and tangible interactionmodes on
passive rich-ID building blocks. (a) Constructive assemblies:
an expansible touchscreen made with rich-ID cubes, allow-
ing for a semantic screen construction by stacking them on
the base station; (b) Stackable touchscreen: a tile-like touch-
screen that recognizes transparent rich-ID cards stacked on
it and allows for touch interactions through the cards.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3411764.3445722
https://doi.org/10.1145/3411764.3445722
https://doi.org/10.1145/3411764.3445722
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Nonetheless, because these passive building blocks are not touch-
screens, they do not support touchscreen interactions, which are
often more effective and intuitive. Interacting with these building
blocks usually relies on only stacking operations; thus, the inputs
are discrete, gross-grained, and effortful. Furthermore, because the
building blocks do not provide a dynamic display, interaction with
them usually relies on an external screen, which makes the vi-
sual output indirect. Hence, a seamless integration of touchscreen
interactions that enables the performance of more fluent user expe-
riences on this emerging tangible user interface [18] is desired.

Simply adding an active touchscreen module to the surface of
each rich-ID block can be a straightforward yet effective solution,
as demonstrated in PickCells [10]. However, introducing power
electronics per unit increases hardware and maintenance costs,
burdening further system deployment. Therefore, we explore a
more challenging solution to the following research question: How
might touchscreen interactions be integrated into the building blocks
in a more scalable manner?

In this paper, we took a research-through-design [53] approach
to investigating a plausible design for touchscreen integration using
passive rich-ID building blocks.We realized two conceptual systems
(Figure 1) to embody touchscreen interactions on passive rich-ID
building blocks, either as constructive assemblies or as a stackable
touchscreen, through prototyping two proof-of-concept systems,
RFIPillars and RFITiles. With deliberate technical designs using
rear-projection and RFID-capacitive sensor fusion techniques, we
enabled a seamless and fluent transition between touch and tangible
interactions without adding power electronics to each block. We
constructed fantasy applications upon these prototypes to demon-
strate the interaction styles.

1.1 Constructive Assemblies: RFIPillars
The first system, RFIPillars (Figure 2), comprises cubes and stations.
A cube is a passive rich-ID building block augmented by a rear-
projection screen with an overlain transparent capacitive electrode
matrix; a station is an active unit in which a pico projector and a
signal processing unit are embedded. Through the lens and mirrors
built into the cubes, each station projects a dynamic visual display
for each cube stacked upon the station and processes the touch
input events from the cubes to enable touchscreen interactions.

Figure 2: (a,b) RFIPillars is an interactive building block sys-
tem that enabled occlusion-free touchscreen interactions on
rich-ID passive stackables by leveraging rear-projection. (c)
passive cube.

Defining the Touch Interaction Context through Semantic Stacking.
The cubes in RFIPillars are in a 3D form that provides rich possibility

and tangibility for interaction design [25], and they have a bezel-
less visual display that provides continuity. Therefore, the cubes
form an expandable touchscreen that allows users to define the
interaction context through semantic stacking.

Figure 3 depicts an advanced Tangible Minecraft game, which
was extended from a previous work [16]. We deployed a 1×2 grid
of stations as a playground and used several cubes to represent
four types of building blocks: grass, tree, rock, and chicken. The
user first stacks a tree on the grass and sees the tree root sink into
the grass yard. The tree block displays the weather through the
movement of clouds. Thereafter, the user places a stone next to the
tree and puts the chicken on the rock to see a chicken nest atop the
rock. The user then teases the chicken by touching the block and
sees the happy chicken lay eggs into the nest.

Figure 3: In Tangible Minecraft, the touch interaction con-
text is defined through semantic stacking operations.

Two-Dimensional Stacking Using Portable Stations. The cubes can
only be stacked in one dimension on each station, but the stations
can be stacked side by side to extend the stacking operations to the
second dimension.

Figure 4 portrays a Tangible Room Escape game. We deployed
three stations as the playground and three cubes representing dif-
ferent rooms: one with a gate and a upward-facing ladder, one with
a downward-facing ladder, and one with a wall splitting the room
into two compartments, where a treasure chest is in one of them.
The user stacks the rooms on the ground and touches the screen to
move the character to the desired location. The user merges two
stations to connect two rooms, allowing the character to walk into
another room. When there seems to be no way to obtain the chest,
the user finds a new route by swapping the two stations and stack-
ing them. Finally, the user builds a path downstairs by stacking a
room with a ladder down on another one with a ladder up and then
walks the character out the gate to escape.

These examples demonstrate seamless transition between the
modes of touchscreen and semantic stacking interaction. The users
use rich-ID building blocks to define the context and perform fine-
grained touch inputs on the focus. The building blocks afford se-
mantic constructions that make screen expansion meaningful. The
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Figure 4: In Tangible Room Escape, users solve a puzzle by
stacking the cubes in one direction, and stacking the stations
in another direction.

rear-projection and capacitive touch sensing support occlusion-free
touchscreen interactions.

1.2 Stackable Touchscreen: RFITiles
The second system, RFITiles (Figure 5), is an improvement of the
previous RFIDesk [15] system that is aimed at reducing the visual
parallax problem and providing higher-resolution touch interac-
tion. The RFITiles system comprises cards and tiles. Each card is
a thin-form passive rich-ID building block augmented by an over-
lain transparent capacitive electrode matrix. Tiles are tiled on a
rear-projection surface and connected to a signal processing unit.
The rear-projection interactive surface provides a dynamic visual
display for each card and tile stacked upon it, and the system pro-
cesses the touch input events from the capacitive electrode matrix
to enable touchscreen interactions through the cards and tiles.

UpgradingModes Through Semantic Stacking. The cards are stacked
at the same location, allowing for the upgrading of the modes ac-
cording to the cards used in the semantic stacking. Figures 5 and 6
are images of an improved tangible version of a grid-based tower
defense game, Plants vs. Zombies 1, that has been implemented
in RFIDesk [15]. In the game, users can deploy, upgrade, and com-
bine weapons and defenses by stacking the ID cards at the grid
position and can still perform touch inputs to trigger events. For
instance, the user can upgrade a weapon by stacking the same cards
or fuse different weapons by stacking different ID cards. Notably,
the rich-ID stackables proposed in this work provide better visual
experiences and higher touch input resolution than does the previ-
ous implementation, which was disadvantaged by notable visual
parallax and tag antenna occlusions.

Rich Touch Interactions through the Stack. Input methods may
vary between input modes. Figure 7 demonstrates the greater vari-
ety of touch interactions in a cooking game that were made possible
by stackables. The user can stack the passive cards to bring mate-
rials into the game. The user can stack the passive cards to bring
1https://www.ea.com/studios/popcap/plants-vs-zombies

Figure 5: (a) RFITiles is a tile-like touchscreen that support
touch inputs through a stack of rich-ID cards on the tiles.
(b) The card implementation in RFITiles provides better vi-
sual experiences and higher touch input resolution than do
(c) the block implementation in the previous RFIDesk sys-
tem [15].

Figure 6: In Tangible Tower Defense, the user incrementally
updates the mode of touch inputs at the same location by
stacking rich-ID cards. The order and combination of the
stacked cards enrich the context.

the materials onto the production line and then modify their pa-
rameters (e.g., quantity, frequency, and amplitude) through direct
touch inputs, which allow the user to complete these tasks more
efficiently. For instance, instead of stacking three tomato cards, the
user can achieve the same result by calling out a numpad with a
double-click gesture and then typing the number (Figure 7c and 7d).
The tap and swipe operations also make the discrete interactions
more engaging (Figure 7e) and fluent (Figure 7f). More importantly,
these touch inputs are volatile. Thus, they do not occupy the stack,
and users can fully utilize the rich-ID stackables for semantic con-
struction. Users can bring a stack of a sorted list of materials to
the stage and perform the operation in a batch, as in the tangible
programming example demonstrated in RFIBricks [16].
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Figure 7: In Tangible Programming applied to a cooking
task, the user performs various touch input methods after
building the context by stacking rich-ID cards.

1.3 Summary and Contributions
Stack inputs are discrete and effortful after an extended period
of use, especially with graspable objects such as RFIBricks [16].
Therefore, leveraging GUI and touchscreen inputs on the surface
of stackables can increase the fluidity and expressivity of interac-
tions. Rich-ID blocks do not require further GUI configurations
on the user side because every unit is unique. The bindings can
be preprogrammed; thus, they are perfectly suitable for building
the background context of foreground touchscreen interactions.
To fully leverage the scalability of rich-ID systems, we made these
blocks passive, maintenance-free, and as calm as Lego bricks for
ubiquitous computing environments [45].

The main contribution of this paper is two-fold. 1) The realiza-
tion of a novel interaction system that supports a smooth transition
between touchscreen and semantic stacking interactions. Users of
this system can construct the touchscreen interaction context using
rich-ID building blocks and then interact with the focused content
through rich and efficient touch interactions in a post-WIMP in-
teraction scheme [20]. 2) The knowledge created in the process
and the results of building these research artifacts help the HCI
community better understand the solution space of reconfigurable
touchscreen designs. We disclose the practical limitations of this
passive approach through a series of technical evaluations, which
also inform directions for future development. We further reflect on
our assumptions by comparing our rear-projection approach with
the electronic one, thereby providing a relatively nuanced design
prescription for deployment scales.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we
discuss the related work. Then, we present the system design and
proof-of-concept implementation with a series of technical evalua-
tions. Finally, we discuss the limitations and design implications
and draw a conclusion.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Tangible User Interfaces With Stackables
Tangible user interfaces (TUI) seamlessly couple digital information
with physical forms [18] and exploit existing cognitive and spatial
knowledge to embody and comprehend the digital information.
Stacking is a common task that we perform in spatiotemporal or-
ganization, such as when grouping or ordering things. Piling is a
lightweight, casual activity with little cognitive overhead [30]. Com-
pared with 2D clustering, stacking is also a space-saving method
to extending the property of an object, which also makes the ob-
ject’s location perpetually stable, which is especially important
in token+constraint systems [44] in which locations are typically
meaningful. Stackables are also types of constructive assemblies
that support a prolonged tangible interaction lifecycle [27], which
engages users in not only HCI but also processes of physical cre-
ation, usage, tweaking, storage, and destruction.

Researchers have enabled stackable TUIs through two approaches.
The first is the detection of stack events by using embedded elec-
tronic circuits and sensors, such as connectors [22], motion sen-
sors [14], a single IR sensor array [1], or conductive dot patterns [9].
Nonetheless, the deployment and maintenance costs of the power
electronics may limit their scalability and sustainability. The sec-
ond is based on passive sensing techniques involving the use of,
for example, optical markers [2], markered fiber-optic bundles [3],
capacitive footprints [5], pressure images [26], or magnetic-field
images [28, 29] to allow the stacking state to be detected by an
external sensor. However, the ID space and stacking height are
limited in these solutions.

RFID technologies provide a virtually infinite ID space. There-
fore, with RFIBricks [16], a UHF RFID tag was modified into contact
switches. Stack events and user inputs on widgets can therefore be
identified through physical contact. RFIDesk [15] further incorpo-
rates capacitive touch sensing to allow users to interact with the
display surface where the blocks are placed through touching the
block surface. Nonetheless, the tokens used in these systems are
too thick and not desirably transparent; the touch sensing is not
localized on the blocks. The visual parallax problem causes a severe
bottleneck in higher-resolution touchscreen interactions.

2.2 Reconfigurable Displays
Several works have succeeded in designing reconfigurable modular
displays to support constructive tangible interactions [32, 33] or to
extend the display area [24], but they have not realized support for
touchscreen interactions in their display area. PickCells [10] is the
system of modular touchscreen modules that is most related to our
work. Each single-touch display module of PickCells supports 2D
localization when connected, without relying on additional object-
tracking infrastructure. However, PickCells neither allows z axis
stacking (e.g., in RFITiles) nor supports whole-stack operations
(e.g., in RFIPillars). Regarding touch inputs, the self-capacitance
touch sensing matrix on RFITiles and RFIPillars units support more
expressive gestures once the researcher has full access to the 2D
touch sensing raw data. The size of RFITiles and RFIPillars also
affords a greater variety of touch gestures. Regarding deployment
cost, six PickCells units cost £300 [10], thus, building a larger screen,
such as the 9×5 RFITiles, is less economical with PickCells. Building
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PickCells with larger touchscreens, such as that in the cubes in RFIP-
illars, also increases its cost per unit. By contrast, our passive cubes
can be fabricated cheaply with an epoxy mold, vinyl-cut copper,
and indium tin oxide (ITO) sheets, RFID tags, and magnets. Hence,
our rear-projection method pays off in an upscaled deployment
that features more and/or larger modules.

2.3 Sensing Touch on Interactive Surfaces
Cameras and projectors are commonly used for sensing touch inter-
actions on a surface [12, 19, 50, 51]. However, the placement of the
camera and the projector is critical because of line-of-sight prob-
lems and, therefore, may require a rear-projection setting [11, 31]
or the use of multiple cameras and projectors to compensate for
shadows and occlusions. Instead of using cameras, several works
have used conductive patterns [5, 13, 21, 28, 41] or dielectric ma-
terials [52] to enable touch through the passive objects by using
capacitive touchscreens or dense capacitive sensor grids [6, 38].

2.4 Transparent Tangibles on Screen
Researchers have exploited transparent tangible interactions to
allow for more visual feedback to be perceived on the screen [4].
These transparent tangibles have beenmade into tokens or tools [43],
tiles [23, 39], and haptic proxies [34, 40, 48] for facilitating HCI with
digital information. With on-screen visual labeling, a transparent
object can be boundwith digital information as a generic handle and
as a rich-haptic tabletop controller [47], which can even be actuated
on the tabletop for two-way interactions [46]. Despite transparent
tokens being widely applied in facilitating touchscreen interactions,
they were mainly designed to provide parametric control (e.g., as a
knob) rather than for stacking.

3 RFIPILLARS
3.1 Design and Implementation
The RFIPillars system comprises two parts: 1) the cubes, which are
the building blocks, and 2) the station, which is the display and
signal processing unit. Figure 8 depicts the cube and station hard-
ware implementation. Both were made with laser-cut acrylic sheets.
The dimensions of each cube are 85 (W)×85 (L)×85 (H)𝑚𝑚3, which
allows users to grasp it in one hand comfortably. The dimensions
of the station are 85 (W)×85 (L)×272 (H)𝑚𝑚3.

3.1.1 Sensing Touch Inputs. To enable touch interactions on the
cubes, we deployed a rear-projection screenwith a transparent, ITO-
made 9-mm-pitch 9×9 DiamondTouch [7] pattern that can support
an up to 9×9 resolution of touch input without further interpolation.
We implemented cubes and stations with 3×3 (Figure 8) and 9×9
(Figure 9) resolutions.

For the sensing of touch inputs on the cube front surface, we
connected ITO sensors to an Arduino board through magnets. We
designed and implemented a signal-passdown circuitry to enable
stackable 2D touch sensing with copper tape. Figure 10 depicts the
circuitry design on a cube and a station. The circuitry aggregates
signals from all the rows and columns of the stacked cubes to the sta-
tion. The Arduino board is used for touch signal processing. Touch
events are detected using the CapSense library in self-capacitance
mode, which outputs analog signals for later system analysis. Touch

Figure 8: Hardware overview of a 3×3 touch resolution. (a)
Cube and (b) station.

Figure 9: Cube and station implementation with 9×9 resolu-
tion of touch input.

events are sent to the application through a serial connection. Unity
is used to implement the application software. Consequently, the 2D
touch event of an entire stack of cubes can be resolved (Figure 11).

3.1.2 Visual Display. An L-mix DLP mini projector, which pro-
vides a 1500–2000-lumen 1080p display, is fixed at the bottom of
the station for bottom-up projection. To display visual content on
cubes stacked on the station’s front surface, we used a combination
of a mirror and a concave lens. The mirror deflects visuals from
the station to the front surface, and the concave lens restores the
graphic source and passes it to the upper layer. In our prototype,
we first determined the type and placement of the mirror and the
lens through an iterative optimization process. We then unified the
manufacturing of cubes with laser-cut acrylic supports. Next, we
calibrated the visuals on every layer of the stack by using a checker-
board pattern, a camera, and MATLAB software. After the camera’s
intrinsic parameters were determined, we used the homogeneous
matrix obtained to unwarp the distortion caused by the concave
lens, with the results as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 10: Sensor deployment of an example RFIPillar with
3×3 touch sensing resolution. (a) Cube and station, (b) stack-
ing a cube on a station activates two RFID switches simul-
taneously, and (c) signal pass-down circuitry aggregates all
the sensors on the stack.

Figure 11: (a) Two-layer stacks of 3×3-resolution cubes on a
1×3 grid of stations. (b) 9×9 resolution cubes on a 1×3 grid
of stations.

Figure 12: Visual display. (a) before and (b) after calibration,
(c) results, and (d) projection path.

3.1.3 Sensing Stacking Operations. The system can resolve cube-
to-cube, cube-to-station and station-to-station stacking events.

Cube-to-Cube and Cube-to-Station Stacking. To identify and local-
ize stacking events between the cubes and the stations, we applied
RFID contact switches [16], which weremodified from conventional
UHF RFID tags. The RFID contact switch comprises two parts: a
(normally off) Alien Higgs 3 RFID chip and a UHF RF antenna. Each
of the two terminals had an attached magnetic connector made of
a convex magnet whose size at the bottom was 4 mm (diameter;
𝜙)×1 mm (T) and, at the top, 3 mm (𝜙)×2 mm (T). When stacking
a cube onto a station or another cube, the two switches placed at

the corresponding locations of the two surfaces activate simultane-
ously. Then, the combination of two unique IDs of the two switches
represents the location and the stacking event [16].

Station-to-Station Stacking. To identify the station’s relative po-
sition, we also applied the RFID contact on two sides of the stations.
After one station connects to another, the two switches placed at
the two corresponding surface locations activate simultaneously.
The combination of the two unique IDs of the two switches rep-
resents the relative location in a horizontal stack that can also be
resolved by using the same techniques proposed in RFIBricks [16].
Therefore, stations can be deployed as an arbitrary 1D array.

Implementation. An Impinj Speedway Revolution R420 UHF
RFID reader and two AANT925SMA circularly polarized anten-
nas were fixed behind the stations for the sensing of the interaction
events generated by the UHF RFID tags affixed on the stations and
cubes. The RFID reader’s signal band was configured between 902
and 928 MHz, and the signal amplitude was set to 32.5 dB. RFID tag
events are sent to the Unity application through WebSocket.

3.2 Technical Evaluation
A series of measurements were collected to understand the system
performance of our RFIPillars implementation.

3.2.1 Session 1: Stack Sensing Capability. The first session was
focused on measuring stack sensing capability, determined by the
number of stacked layers detected on a grid of stations when touch
sensing was operational.

Figure 13: Experimental apparatus in the technical evalua-
tion of the RFIPillars.

Apparatus. Figure 13 presents the experimental apparatus, which
was installed in a 3 (W)×5 (L)×3 (H)𝑚3 empty space. During the
measurements, a 1×3 grid of stations, placed on a table (height: 32
cm), served as a measurement platform and was arranged in the
center of the room. A total of 28 cubes were prepared and applied in
this session. The ANT925SMA circular polarized antenna was fixed
vertically at 32 cm under the RFID tags mounted on the station. The
antenna was wire-connected to the Impinj Speedway Revolution
R420 UHF RFID reader placed under the antenna. The touch sensors
were connected to Arduino mega boards embedded in each station
for signal processing.

Procedures. The cubes were placed in three locations: in a used
pool of cubes that had been tested, in an unused pool for those that
had not been tested, and on the testing platform. These three loca-
tions were separated by 1 m. During each round of measurement,
one of the unused cubes was randomly selected to be stacked on
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the center position, and the process was repeated until the stacking
event was not detected. Subsequently, these used cubes were sepa-
rated and moved to the used pool to avoid interference. Once the
unused pool was empty, the used pool cards were transferred to the
unused pool. In total, 10 rounds of measurements were conducted
during this session.

Results. The results revealed the cubes can reach an average
stack height of 4.3 layers (SD = 0.48) on the 1×3 station. The 95%
CI indicates that the 1×3 station can reliably detect three levels of
cubes in a full stack.

3.2.2 Session 2: Touch Sensing Capability of 3×3-Resolution Touch
Sensors. The second session focuses on understanding the relation-
ship between the sampling times and accuracy of capacitive touch
sensing when the stack sensing is operating. We started from the
one with 3×3-resolution touch sensors.

Apparatus and Procedures. The apparatus was similar to that in
session 1. Nine cubes were stacked on the 1×3 station as a 3-level
full stack. During the measuring of each touch sensing point, the
user touched each point 100 times. The duration of each touch was
at least 0.4 s, as determined by a pilot test. Within the 0.4 s, the
capacitive sensing results for all touch sensors were collected eight
times. In total, 64,800 records (100 touches×81 touch points×8 sam-
ples) of measurements were collected during this session. Accuracy
was determined by the row and column reported by the system
regarding actual finger position.

Results. As Figure 14a indicates, touch sensing reached 100%
accuracy with seven samples, which required 0.35 s. The mean
accuracy was 95.85% with only two samples, which required 0.1 s.

Figure 14: Response time vs. accuracy. (a) 3×3 resolution and
(b) 9×9 resolution.

3.2.3 Session 3: Touch Sensing Capability of 9×9-Resolution Touch
Sensors. Following the results of session 2, the aim of session 3
was understanding latency when the number of electrodes was
increased to 9×9. Because the touch sensors were the same as those
used in session 2, we conducted a simplified experiment.

Apparatus and Procedures. Three cubes were stacked on one sta-
tion as a 3-level full stack. During the measuring of each touch
sensing point, the user touched the center of each cube 100 times
for at least 1.2 s, as determined by a pilot test. Within the 1.2 s, the
capacitive sensing results of all touch sensors were collected eight
times. In total, 2,700 records (100 touches×3 touch points×8 sam-
ples) of measurements were collected during this session. Accuracy

was determined by the row and column reported by the system
regarding actual finger position.

Results. As Figure 14b shows, touch sensing reached 100% accu-
racy at seven samples, which required 1.05 s. However, the mean
accuracy was 98.67% with only two samples, which required 0.3 s.

3.2.4 Session 4: Display Quality. Session 4 was focused on under-
standing the display quality, that is, the illuminance and resolution
of the hardware. A 1×3 station with a 3-level full stack of cubes
was used for the measurement. To determine the maximum illu-
minance, we used a TES1330 meter, which measures a range of
illuminance between 0 and 2000 lumens, as the sensing apparatus.
We first displayed a fully white frame on each cube and attached the
sensor to the center of the display surface. The sensor readings of
each layer were taken in a block box. The results indicated that the
first, second, and third layers of the cubes provided 81.7, 14.2, and
1.9 lumens, respectively. These values can be used to calibrate the
illuminance of each layer of projection. However, the illuminance
of the third layer was weak, thus, we recommend using the third
layer only in a completely dark room.

To measure the resolution, we displayed the calibrated checker-
board pattern on each cube and measured the size of the rectangles
to ascertain the ratio of the magnification. The first, second, and
third layers of the cubes provided the pixel densities of 24.3–47.9,
9.7–19.2, and 3.9–7.7 ppi, respectively. This implies that the graph-
ical quality of the third layer of cubes is approximately six times
worse than that of the first layer. Thus, it can only support lower
resolution content, such as visual feedback.

3.3 Summary
The RFIPillars provide a bezel-less visual display that provides
continuity. The proposed touch sensing mechanism can also be
generalized to a higher resolution. Nonetheless, the visual display
quality decreases with the number of stacked layers. A projector
should be embedded in each station unit, which would increase
hardware costs when the system is deployed at scale.

4 RFITILES
4.1 Design and Implementation
The RFITiles system comprises two parts: 1) cards, which function
as passive stackables, and 2) the surface, which is a layer of 9×5
tiles for stack and touch sensing. The cards and the surface support
both vertical and horizontal uses.

4.1.1 Cards and Tiles. Four-edge and two-edge designs of cards
and tiles are proposed.

Four-Edge Cards and Tiles. Figure 15 shows the hardware im-
plementation of four-edge cards and tiles, which are both made
using laser-cut acrylic sheets. The dimensions of each four-edge
card are 62.5 (W)×62.5 (L)×10 (H) mm3; this size allows users to
grasp them comfortably. The dimensions of each four-edge tile are
62.5 (W)×62.5 (L)×4 (H) mm3.

On the top of each four-edge tile and four-edge card, we used
transparent ITO to make a 5 mm-pitch 9×9 DiamondTouch [6]
electrode matrix that can support up to 9×9 touch sensing points
without further interpolation. In our prototype, we simplified the
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Figure 15: Hardware overview of and touch sensing on four-
edge cards and tiles. (a) Tile, (b) card, (c) stacking a card on a
tile, and (d) results.

connection for sensing 3×3 touch inputs for ease of implementation.
The touch sensors on the tiles were connected to several Arduino
boards via copper tape. The single-touch events were resolved with
self-capacitance touch sensing using the CapSense library, which
outputs analog signals for later system analysis. Touch events are
sent to the Unity application through a serial connection. Unity is
used to implement the application software.

We applied RFID contact switch pairs [16] to identify and localize
the stacking events between the cards and the tiles on the surface.
Because the transparency of the stackables is critical for touchscreen
interactions, we propose a new design that uses 3 mm-width low-
ohmic 3M 1181 copper tape to implement the T-match antenna
pattern [36]. We deployed the antenna on one side of the four-edge
card and tile (see Figure 16). As such, the top surface of the window
of the four-edge cards and four-edge tiles was no longer occupied
by the antenna. Consequently, each four-edge tile and card provided
an area of interest of 52.5 (W)×52.5 (H) mm2, which was the same
size as a 3×3 grid in our explorative study, and thus provided a
high-resolution visual display. We used 4-mm-diameter cylindrical
neodymium magnets as connectors to both force the alignments of
a stack and to retain a reliable electrical connection for both RFID
and capacitive touch sensing.

Two-edge Cards and Tiles. We also developed two-edge cards and
tiles, as depicted in Figures 17a and 17c, to increase the continuity
of the display when they are tiled on a screen. By optimizing the
layout of connectors and reducing the size of the RFID tag antenna,
we reduced the connector of the left edge. Therefore, the system can
provide continuous touch bars in rows, with just a few point-size
occlusions in the middle.

Integrating Capacitive Touch and RFID Stack Sensing. The inte-
gration of the two sensing techniques was not straightforward
because the performance of UHF RFID sensing was interfered with
by the high density of the electric field generated by capacitive
touch sensing. The dense electric field blocked the RF signal and
disabled the tag tracking. Referring to previous work [15], we ap-
plied time-division multiplexing sampling on the capacitive touch
sensing. Odd and even sensing lines of rows and columns were then
activated sequentially, so no adjacent sensing lines were activated
simultaneously. In this manner, the RF tracking operated normally.

Figure 16: Antenna design and stack sensing in two-edge and
four-edge designs. (a) four-edge tile, (b) four-edge card, (c)
stacking a four-edge card on a four-edge tile, (d) two-edge
tile, (e) two-edge card, and (f) stacking a two-edge card on a
two-edge tile. The stacking operations switch on two UHF
RFID tags simultaneously.

Figure 17: A comparison of the two-edge and four-edge de-
signs. (a) two-edge card, (b) four-edge card, (c) two-edge tile,
and (d) four-edge card.

4.1.2 Interactive Surface. Figures 18 and 19 present the hardware
design and implementation of the interactive surface; these enable
touch interactions through rich-ID stackables in either vertical or
horizontal settings. We attached a grid of 9 (W)×5 (H) tiles to a rear-
projection screen, forming a 56.25 cm (W)×31.25 cm (H) interaction
area. This display’s height allows users to adapt their body posture
to align their line of sight to the target when they are sitting in front
of a horizontally mounted screen or standing in front of a vertically
mounted screen. A RICOH PJ WX4152N short-throw projector is
used for projection.

Implementation. An Impinj Speedway Revolution R420 UHF
RFID reader and two AANT925SMA circularly polarized anten-
nas, each one covering a 5×5 tile grid, were fixed behind the display
for sensing the interaction events generated by the UHF RFID tags,
which were affixed on the tiles and cards. Therefore, the entire 9×5
grid was within the signal coverage of the RF Antenna. The RFID
reader’s signal band was configured to be between 902 and 928
MHz, and the signal amplitude was set to 32.5 dB. Unity was used
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Figure 18: Hardware design and example deployment of the
interactive surface for touch interactions through rich-ID
stackables. (a) Vertical setting, (b) horizontal setting.

Figure 19: Implementation of a vertical setting. (a) Overview,
(b) results.

to implement the application software. RFID tag events were sent
to the Unity application through WebSocket.

4.2 Technical Evaluation
Four measurements were conducted to understand the system per-
formance of our proof-of-concept implementation.

4.2.1 Session 1: Stack Sensing Capability of Four-Edge Design. The
first session was focused on testing the stack sensing capabilities
and the number of stacked layers that can be detected in a different
area when touch sensing is operational in the four-edge design.

Figure 20: Experimental apparatus of the technical evalua-
tion of four-edge cards and tiles.

Apparatus. Figure 20 is an image of the experimental apparatus,
which was installed in a 3 (W)× 5 (L)×3 (H)𝑚3 empty space. During
the measurement, a gridded 5×5 set of four-edge tiles served as the
test platform, mounted at the center of a 32-cm wooden table in the
middle of the room. An ANT925SMA circular polarized antenna

was fixed vertically 32 cm under the RFID tags mounted on the
station. The antenna was wire-connected to the Impinj Speedway
Revolution R420 UHF RFID reader, which was placed under the
antenna. The touch sensors were connected to Arduinomega boards
embedded in each station for signal processing. A total of 75 four-
edge cards and 25 four-edge tiles were prepared.

Procedures. The cards were placed in three locations: in a used
pool for tested cards, in an unused pool for those not tested, or
on the testing platform. These three locations were separated by
1 m. During each round of measurement, one unused card was
randomly selected to be stacked on the center position, and the
process was repeated until the stacking event was not detected.
Thereafter, the used card was separated and moved to the used pool
to avoid interference. Once the unused pool was empty, the cards
in the used pool were moved to the unused pool. Three sizes of
card grids, 1×1, 3×3, and 5×5, were tested. In total, 30 rounds (10
iterations×3 sizes) of measurements were conducted.

Results. The mean stack heights of 6.2 (SD = 0.63), 3.4 (SD = 0.52),
and 2 (SD = 0) layers could be reached on a single card, 3×3 grid
of cards, and a 5×5 grid of cards, respectively. The 95% CI of the
results indicate that the system reliably detected up to two layers
when 5×5 cards were stacked on 5×5 tiles when capacitive touch
sensing was operational.

4.2.2 Session 2: Stack Sensing Capability of Two-Edge Design. The
second session was focused on determining the stack sensing capa-
bility of stacked layers in a different area when the touch sensing
was operational on the two-edge designs.

Figure 21: Experimental apparatus in the technical evalua-
tion of two-edge cards and tiles.

Apparatus. Figure 21 depicts the apparatus, which was similar
to that of session 1. A total of 75 two-edge cards and 25 two-edge
tiles were prepared and applied. A gridded 5×5 set of two-edge tiles
served as the test platform, and it was mounted at the center of a
32-cm wooden table in the middle of the room. The touch sensors
of the rows and columns of the gridded tiles were connected to
Arduino boards for signal processing.

Procedures. The procedure was also similar to that in session 1.
Two-edge cards were selected and tested in rotation. Three sizes
of two-edge card grids, 1×1, 3×3, and 5×5, were tested. In total, 30
rounds (10 iterations×3 sizes) of measurements were conducted.

Results. The results indicate that the cards can reach the mean
stack heights of 4.9 (SD = 0.32), 3 (SD = 0), and 1.3 (SD = 0.48) layers
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on 1×1, 3×3, and 5×5 stack of cards, respectively. In all 10 iterations,
the system reliably detected at least one layer of fully stacked 5×5
two-edge cards on 5×5 two-edge tiles when the capacitive touch
sensing was operational.

4.2.3 Session 3: Touch Sensing Capability. The third session was
focused on understanding the relationship between sampling time
and accuracy of capacitive touch sensing when stack sensing was
operational.

Apparatus. The sensing apparatus was similar to the that in ses-
sion 1. Because the four-edge and two-edge designs comprised the
same number of electrodes, only four-edge cards were used for
the test. A 5×5 tile grid was tested with 50 four-edge cards. New
cards did not replace used ones after each measurement. Touch
measurements were only executed after each layer was fully cov-
ered with one or more stacks. For instance, when the layer was set
to 𝑛 = {0, 1, 2}, 25𝑛 cards were stacked on the tiles.

Procedures. During themeasurement of each touch sensing point,
an example user touched each point 100 times for at least 0.4 s, as
determined by a pilot test. Within the 0.4 s, the sensing results of
each of the (15×15 = 225) touch sensors were collected eight times.
In total, 64,800 records (100 touches×81 touch points×8 samples)
of measurements were collected during the session. Accuracy was
determined by the coordinate reported by the system versus the
actual position of the finger.

Results. Figure 22 presents the results. The touch sensing attained
100% accuracy with seven samples, which required 0.35 s. The mean
accuracy was >95% with two, five, and six samples in zero, one, and
two layers, respectively.

Figure 22: Touch sensing performance by layers.

4.2.4 Session 4: Display Quality. The fourth session was designed
to understand the transparency of the hardware when illuminated.
We used a TES1330 meter as the sensing apparatus. We first dis-
played an entirely white frame on the projection surface. We then
placed a tile at the center of the surface and attached a sensor to
the center of the stack’s top surface. We dimmed the projector to
set the baseline illuminance to 1,043 lumens, which was within the
measurement range of the apparatus and because further attenua-
tion would thus be observable. The sensor readings of each layer
were taken in a block box. The results indicate that, from 0 to 4
layers of stacking, the illuminance linearly decreased from 1,042
lumens to 190 lumens, with a mean decrease ratio of 34.62% (SD =
2.24%) per layer. We used the values to calibrate the illuminance of
each layer of projection.

4.3 Summary
Due to the differences in RFID tag antenna design, the four-edge
design provides better stackability, whereas the two-edge design
provides better visual experiences. The delay in touch sensing was
still noticeable, but this can be improved through further optimiza-
tion. Transparency was reduced as stacked layer height increased,
however, this can be mitigated by better manufacturing processes
for the ITO electrodes. Overall, as a proof-of-concept system, the
current system serves its purpose as a tool for developing and
exploring potential applications.

5 DISCUSSION
In this section, we reflect on the scalability concerns exposed in
our design exploration and discuss the possible generalization of
our presented systems in the context of our preliminary results.

5.1 Rethinking Scalability
In this work, we investigated a more scalable solution that realizes
the potential of the proposed cubes and cards; this solution comes in
a new form of an RFID artifact that affords touchscreen interactions.
Therefore, we intentionally included no electronics in the cube and
card designs. The results suggest that this passive approach is viable
for those who prefer not to maintain a reconfigurable system with
tens or hundreds of electronic touchscreen modules.

Nonetheless, in RFIPillars, the projectors embedded in each sta-
tion unit entail higher hardware costs when the size of the sta-
tion matrix is increased. Using a single projector instead of a DLP-
projector array can reduce such cost. However, this would also
require a more sophisticated calibration and would reduce flexibil-
ity in the physical arrangement of stations.

For small-scale deployment (e.g., with fewer than 10 cubes used
in the system), embedding power electronics in the cubes remains
an economical option. For instance, the lenses, mirrors, and projec-
tors in the RFIPillars can be replaced with capacitive touchscreens
mounted on every cube, as in the configuration previously inves-
tigated by Foxels [35]. For stacking, each block’s ID can serve as
the I2C address of each cube, and the station can power the entire
stack of cubes. This alternative solution can further improve the
quality of touchscreen interactions after stacking. Also, deploying
more than one display on each face of cubes is possible because the
routing of optical projection is no longer a design constraint. Future
developers can consider the costs and the scale of deployment for
their applications.

5.2 Generalization and Preliminary Results
Higher Resolution Touch Inputs. The spatial resolution of a touch

input can be increased with a more sophisticated algorithm de-
sign or a denser matrix of touch sensing electrodes. Our current
implementation achieved continuous finger tracking with a bicu-
bic interpolation, but the current size of the electrode results in
slightly jittery performance. Therefore, we report the sampling
time–accuracy relationship on segmented positions instead and
leave further touchscreen optimizations for future work. Regarding
electrode density, Figure 23 presents the 9×9 touch sensing pad
that we implemented to demonstrate the feasibility of our system.
Although three-times finer-grained touch inputs are realized, RF
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sensing performances are also affected because the electric field is
also three times denser. Therefore, time-multiplexed sampling at a
higher precision is required to maintain the responsiveness of the
touch sensing. The transparency on the frame is also decreased due
to the increased number of connectors.

Figure 23: (a) Tile and card that support 9×9 touch inputs. (b)
Touch before stacking, (c) stacking, (d) touch after stacking.

Multi-Touch and Advanced Touch Sensing. Although the Arduino
platform allows for easy prototyping, implementing multi-touch
functionality was not straightforward. Recent solutions such as
the use of a multi-touch kit [37] do not yet support ITO electrodes
because of their high impedance. Fortunately, emerging mutual-
capacitance multi-touch sensing hardware such as the MuCa [42]
board is user-friendly for prototyping. Therefore, implementing
multi-touch inputs in our platform will be easier in future work.

Beyond rudimentary touch inputs (e.g., touches and swipes), the
self-capacitance touch sensing matrix on RFITiles and RFIPillars
units support more types of touch input as shown in Figure 24, such
as multi-finger selection (from the bounding box of two fingers),
palm and fist inputs (represented in terms of the size of the touch),
ulnar border inputs (represented in terms of the bounding box
aspect ratio), and dynamic gestures (e.g., swipes). The form factors
of RFITiles and RFIPillars also allow more touch gestures to be
performed on them.

Figure 24: Advanced touch gestures supported by the self-
capacitance touch sensing matrix: (a) multi-finger selection,
(b) fist, and (c) palm.

Better Visual Quality After Stacking. In both systems, visual dis-
play quality decreases as more layers are stacked. With regard to
RFITiles, one plausible solution to making cards and tiles more

transparent is using touch sensors that have not been cut through.
Figure 25 depicts an implementation similar to ours but is processed
by a laser engraving machine that removed conductive material
from the touch sensing surface, which achieves high transparency
even after stacking. Figure 26 provides an example of using this
sheet for both touch and stacking sensing. Although producing this
sensor is not cheap, the cost could be reduced by mass production.

Figure 25: Improving the transparency of touch electrodes
through laser engraving. (a) Results. (b) A stack of Cards.

Figure 26: (a) Tile and (b) Card that are made of the laser-
engraved transparent touch sensor. (c) Touch before stack-
ing. (d) Touch after stacking.

Regarding RFIPillars, the problem lies mainly in distortion and
defocusing along the light propagation path. Using laser projectors
with a higher quality lens and mirror can mitigate these two prob-
lems, but resolution may be greatly decreased. Future work may
consider using optic fibers as an alternative to a lens and a mirror
to increase the spatial resolution by better utilizing the unused
volume of cubes for non-line-of-sight light propagation. The optic
fibers can be printed [49] and/or installed with jigs and supports for
standardization. Nonetheless, 3D printing optic fibers of a desirable
quality using such an additive manufacturing method may increase
the cost and complexity of cube manufacturing.

Opaque Components. Opaque components were also noted to
downgrade the user experience. With RFIPillars, copper tapes are
visible from the front surface of the cube; this can be mitigated
through more careful finishing. However, for RFITiles, reducing the
visibility of the magnets and RFID on each two-edge tile and card
is not trivial. With this limitation, the current size of tiles and cards
is more suitable for grid-based GUI applications such as calendars
and board games. Enlarging the frame to the size of a pad would
support Windows-based applications, as with a standard tablet PC
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but doing so would also decrease stacking resolutions and would
require two-handed manipulation.

Rotation Operation. Rotation operations can be added to both
RFITiles and RFIPillars systems. Regarding RFITiles, by adding one
more pair comprising an RFID contact switch and contact points to
one more side to the card, 180° rotation of the card can be realized,
(Figure 27). The different IDs can recognize the card’s orientation,
and the touch sensing works in both directions. By enabling the
sensing card’s orientation, a tangible token can express a greater
range of representations, such as different interface languages. As
with the case of increasing resolutions, the frame’s transparency
would also be decreased due to the increased number of connectors.

Figure 27: (a) Tile and card that support 180-degree rotation.
(b) Touch before rotation, (c) rotating the card, and (d) touch
after rotation

Regarding RFIPillars, block rotation can be added by adapting the
four-sided pattern designs in RFIBricks [16]. As Figure 28 suggests,
a four-sided, partial display is possible with a more sophisticated
optical routing design, which includes four convex mirrors, one
concave lens, and four pairs of RFID contact switches. Although
the display of each block does not connect in the stack, this system
can support interactive gaming experiences, such as rotating a cube
in pattern matching. A larger playground can be created by tiling
the station in 2D. More sides for touch sensing can be added by
increasing the density of the capacitive circuitry (see Figure 10).

Visual Affordance of Transparent Cards. The transparent card
must provide effective visual affordance [8] to avoid confusion
during use. Figure 29 provides an example of a minimally designed
visual cue that does not occlude or distract from the central area of
the user’s interest. A mark is added at the upper left corner of the
top surface for the user to identify the card’s orientation. Graphical
labels are added on the sides of the nearly transparent tangibles,
which users can glimpse and thus recall their identity.

Preliminary User Experiences. This paper provides a technical
HCI contribution in its design and engineering, not unlike Lu-
mino [3], and proof-of-concept implementation and technical eval-
uation are considered viable forms of validation [17]. Nonetheless,
we informally tested the two prototypes systems with participants
in informal sessions after we developed the applications shown in

Figure 28: Four-sided display cube that supports rotation op-
erations. (a–c) overview, (d) 3-layer stack of cubes on a sta-
tion, and (e) result in the form of a pattern matching game.

Figure 29: Visual cue for using the transparent cards.

Figures 3, 4, 6, and 7. All the participants were able to complete
the application tasks, which indicates that the systems are robust
enough to deliver such experiences. In these applications, partici-
pants were able to compare the pros (e.g., rich tangibility and an
engaging nature) and cons (e.g., the need to acquire tokens before
use) of the experience with their previous touchscreen experiences
with the applications (e.g., the Plants vs. Zombie game). We also
received feedback from the participants. Some mentioned the no-
ticeable latency in touch sensing, the reduced touch precision on a
3-layer stack of cards in RFITiles, and the problem of fatigue experi-
enced in vertical settings after an extended period of use. However,
most of these usability issues are known ergonomic problems in
touchscreen HCI and can be addressed with an advanced imple-
mentation (e.g., a more responsive, tilted touchscreen that better
aligns with the user’s perspective), and we can leave future work
to conduct usability studies.

6 CONCLUSION
We presented a novel approach to combining touchscreens with
rich-ID building block systems to support the physical construc-
tion of contexts in touchscreen interaction. To fully exploit the
scalability of passive rich-ID systems, we extended the designs of
previous systems [15, 16] by integrating position sensing, touch
sensing, and visual feedback in the rich-ID blocks, turning them
into modular touchscreens and thus making them passive. There-
fore, users can physically construct the context of touchscreen
interaction by stacking rich-ID touchscreen cubes or by incremen-
tally updating the touch input modes through stacking rich-ID
transparent tiles that allow for touch input through the stack. We
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constructed two proof-of-concept systems based on the design
philosophy and demonstrated and evaluated rudimentary inputs
(stacking and touch) to the systems. The results provide prelimi-
nary yet concrete evidence of their good performance in operation.
Furthermore, the knowledge generated in the deliberate design,
implementation, and technical evaluation elucidate the scalability
issues in the solution space of reconfigurable touchscreen systems.
We also discuss plausible research directions with our initial at-
tempts to overcome current limitations to help future researchers
scrutinize the design space.
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